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Modern Malady
Our modern complexity: a perpetual dance with spinning fire-torches and throwing knives.
The freedom we live plays out as frenzy. Arms and legs move blindly through the darkness of a
dance floor (a black ocean) whilst juggling, with bleeding hands, the broken glass of ourselves.
We are both the ringleader and the lion.
And this is the Age of Where Do I Need To Be Next?
Transition is essential and unquestioned. The body cannot know the world at anything less
than 47mph. The mind cannot have just one task with which to fill itself. Silence and Solitude
are Signs of Death and Getting Old. Eat everything but never taste the food, never know
what one is eating…I have an itch. I must visit the farthest plains of the world, somewhere
in Egypt, Eastern Europe, China, an Unknown Island in the midst of an angry sea. I must be
the well-worn traveler, the free-spirit for Totally New and Unknown. I have my passport for
an Addiction to Experience. I have so many memorable moments that I’ve misplaced most
of them. My bucket list is my manifesto. I have seen every place in the world, but I have never
visited the Land Inside Myself.
This is the Age of Cheap Exposition.
I must see with the blindfold of electronic stimulus, linked-in gadgetry. I want my famous 15
minutes, but only in crisp Hi-Def. The soul is portrayed on LED, on OLED, by 3-D. The soul
is web surfed to hell and progressively scanned, sent via 3G/4G. It is wireless. It has a Wall
for comments. It can be hyperlinked, can be downloaded, torrented, Mediafired. The soul is
on-the-go and has an always updated photo album. All this, perhaps, feeding our fantasy for
the necessity to move, move, move. All this encapsulating the Perpetually Undiscovered.
This is the Brave New World of I’m Pretty Bored.
This is the Epoch of I Need to Be Somewhere.
This is the Realm of Bloated Information.
This is the Age Where the Internet (Omniscient, Omnipresent, Omnipotent) Has Planted Its
Holy Spirit Within Us.
This is the Occasion to be Anywhere But Here.
These are the Times of I Am So Lonely Here With All My Stuff.
This is the Moment of Being A Bloodhound For Any Experience That Will Definitively Say
Who the Fuck I Am.
(Let us find in our art something Still […and perhaps utilize our technology for more than
ourselves…]. Let us discover a Bulwark. Let us know of rest, of repose. Let us sleep for once
without a dream. Let us know silence. Let us, even if we don’t believe in it, pray for something
Solid. Let us be as we are where we are.)
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Find here, inside, a stilled whisper...
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Barbara Sabol		
Song of Wood

In the hidden pitch only dogs can hear before a quake,
a burnished whisper, my grandfather’s oak rocker spoke
like the rumble of tracks two towns down the line.
In harmony with the clatter of the coal furnace, another
double at the ironworks, it held out its arms
and rasped a requiem for each of the five babies
whisked by fever or fairies into the Allegheny hills,
a lullaby for the eight others who lit candles
for their fledgling souls.
In a dialect of coke and ash, snuff and sweat, it chanted
with the ordered prosody of the kitchen clock.
The scarred arms absorbed his torments, attended
the penance of ten rosaries recited into recurring dawns
Hail Mary, full of grace. After so many tears
flooded his stubborn lungs, it rocked him; he called,
in his serious brown suit: Take me to Mercy.
A heap of spindles and posts, now our broken lament―
Blessed are we, who mourn.
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David Appelbaum		
Meddling Prayer

1. Pointer: back to thunder
gone so long
it hums
to the rooms
deafened by
real tricks in the
		
cam below
it rains petty
cash any way
nothing matters
less
unless it matters
sore
2. to not hear words
that sentence you
to them
eternally wed
like a wrack
in concrete
the sun shoves
an edged heave back
for shame of ideals
a crypt subsumed
like before
it drops in beams
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3. may he fly out the storm
hailing nickels
in a nostalgia for
peaceable fifties
strolls with grandkids
a fountain
sparkling water
effervesces
web life
may he need no prayer
but strength
to quench
no blessing
but blessed
4. perhaps one redeems
the rest
the brush won’t bring
when things fall apart
one poor tone
felled heaven
the rest, shit
can one slight
this, a croak away
from night
when light draws drown?
14

Grant Clauser
The Deer of Todaiji Temple

While Daibatsu watches through the bones of trees,
sika deer, like kami roam the grounds of Todaiji
begging crackers or scraps of paper.
When you find love, leave a note of thanks
in the crack of the wall. When money comes your way,
lay yen on the pedestal of the scowling Agyo.
If you’ve lost your way, follow the deer
to an umbrella in the rain, and children huddled
together arm in arm.
Open your eyes like Daibatsu did,
open your umbrella over a deer
and thank something that you are not alone today.
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Antonia Clark
Fishing on Misery River

Toward morning, we finally left
our sputtering fire to smolder—
no sense in more pretense—and fell
into rough sleep. We two anglers,
casting deep into the murky
heart, sending down questions like hooks,
keen, barbed steel, bright with bloody bait—
all those quick silver fins flashing.
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Katy Matich
Hesistance

						

						
			
		

for Kimberlee Titus Gerstmann

The five fingers of a blue satin glove turn
into the red fingers of a maple leaf turn
into a star pattern on a sand dollar.
You look for what’s missing on the beach. You
look for the spaces between fingers, the small
veins of sugar in the leaf, a grain of sand.
You search the branches and bark for blue
stitches, the golden wrists of stems,
the grit dark surface cracks.
You check the closet for the sheen of indigo,
the red-gold curling against the dark,
the pock-shadowed surface of the moon.
Five fingers of satin rehearsing a countdown,
five fingers of autumn marking the time,
five fingers of a ghost pounding against its shell.
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J.P. Dancing Bear		
Five

						

						
				
				

Siobhan Casey		
Argument

My breath is a wire
of birds down your spine.
For now there is an end
to the distance two people make.
If this was imagined
we would sleep
without knocking elbows and shins.
It would smell like
pears popped from trees
ripe apple skins in a basket.
My eyes would draw
the night table differently:
Instead of water and glass
it would be a garden
of books, overgrown weeds,
purpled African violets
and peonies.
I would scratch a box
to blue flame
press the match to the wick,
light on your notebooks,
where you taught
me the Arabic alphabet,
how to make words walk in a
different direction.
Tomorrow we would wake
and it would be
Saturday, thirst in our mouths,
legs bent into a three mile circle
around lake, hands pumped
along the seams of wind
19

into its cold-rocked pockets,
steamed breath, stretched muscle
down the elephant back of a hill
the rush towards an invisible end.
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David Appelbaum		
Rain Thrown Glass

petals of Lao Tzu
his wry brush sways
the dark soldering
obeisant
to every glean
mind holds
even a garden
a high wall of stone
against the wind
the mistral
suffers black moods
a stone mount
carved by updraft
your heart in
your mouth
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Bleu Obsession

Melissa Choi
Ines Justiniano
Leonardo Rodriguez
David Schrott
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Audrey Walls		
In Defense of the Body

Keratosis pilaris: a condition in which
the skin appears to have permanent gooseflesh.

In the darkest brush of forest, small paws pad
between the grey umbrellas of mushrooms, a wet nose
nudging itself into the jagged cove of a hollow tree.
A swift rush of wings, talons bared: dusk sliced
into night, a porcupine curls itself around itself
becoming a still, spiked shield.
I can find him no other way but this. My hands graze
his body, but the spines will never soften.
The first time we touched, I asked him: How long
have you felt like this? He brushed my hands
away from the burrow of his sleeve, and told me
he can no longer remember.
Even now sometimes, his shoulders hunch
in the caverns of our bedroom, dark against
the dark and I cannot tell if he shrugs
or flinches, his back like a pitted buckler.
I know this is his defense, and when he pushed
against my lips the first time, he mouthed
so many apologies for an affection he cannot change.
Each night begins as quiet ambush, the waiting quills
of his body stiff and rough. We give way
to the branching darkness, nudging again
past pearl-mushroom buttons, uncurling our hands
between the smooth roots of young trees:
those pink plains of flesh always in bud.
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Jessica Bixel
Queening

the blue dawned forgetful over
sixteen floating bridges, flat
bladed grass between me and more
of me, more of the morning’s solid
anti-solar points. i left. i left again.
i found a rook and a rabbit and we
almost sat down to play with time.
i won the exchange, his purity
for my prose. i like poetry better.
an algebraic notation of love, minus
the map. i don’t want to know
the hills. i want the flat bladed grass.
i found sleep behind nautical charts
of delta waves, blue and green and blue.
so i bought a boat. named her. lost
her. set the grass on fire because i
wasn’t allowed water. fell in love
with infrared light and the false
color blue in my fingers, my fossils.
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J.P. Dancing Bear
						
		
Bell of You

for Lisa C. Taylor

when you close your eyes
you sense another part of you—
jellyfish tendrils, reaching
down into the depths, spreading
out a net, catching the new
ideas from where they swim
in the dense black currents
beneath. The weightless bell
of you is luminous where
the sun blades its way down
through the surface, giving you
shadow, outline, form. You have
this feeling of electricity; microcircuits running along the whole
of your body, shedding sparks,
firing twitches, reactions to whatever new unknown comes close,
drawing it up to become
something of your own.
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Katy Matich
The Waltz
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for L.
I rummage through the thrift store racks,
hoping to find your face between the bars.
I hold up black sequined sweaters to my body
and ask myself: Would she wear this? And when
I answer Yes, I fold it over my forearm
and carry it for you.
At a hotel party on Christmas Eve, once
you plucked a spoon ring, golden in your pocket
to nest it into my half-open palm.
You told me it was your aunt’s, but now
it belonged to me. I protested, I couldn’t wear this.
You shook your hair, smiling.
I know I give others too much of myself,
always—a steadier shoulder, the leftovers
you pick through in my kitchen. Opening
the cracking Frigidaire, you mock its contents:
I can’t believe you only have light beer. But
you drink it anyway, a scavenger.
I can picture you waggling your first two fingers
at the bartender, somewhere in Boca Raton.
I always imagined the gesture as
the Pope’s blessing in reverse. You call
I wanted a Jack and coke, not rum. No, no.
This isn’t what I wanted.
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Audrey Walls		
Nightbird

						

						

On Sunday mornings, cold and groggy, I watch
you toppling home on those aerial ankles,
strapped into platform heels I cannot master.
Your cackling fades in the rosemary hedges
that bow to the swing of your hips. I hope
you will always find your way back.
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Grant Clauser		
				
			
As If

as if the trout were not a fish
but an idea, a well-deserved gift
of water and muscle or the pain
of waiting for a whole life
to come true, to work finally
to the clarity of the surface,
as if the line from rod tip
to the fine tooth and jaw
were as fragile, as taut
as the heart of a deer
or the rich musk of hemlocks
and peat in the air,
as if the river were a story
about hope, a dream
of wildness, the urge
to rush rapids in the cold,
and even now, standing here
knee deep in a river of my own,
the light bending around a mountain
and all that water draining
the heat from my body,
my blood churned through
the meridian arc of the rod
toward the thrashing fish
as if the trout were not a fish
but a punctuation in the gossip
of the river which is the voice
of wildness, the one we listen for
and embrace like a dawn woman
moving through the mountain.
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Katy Matich
Daddy

			

					
					

			

Hugh Fox		
Last Visit

They say it’s his last few days, but they’ve been saying that for years, and he
just (Elderly Care) keeps bumpin’-humpin’ along, ninety-three, Mother
Maria dead for ten years now, but….I visit him every Friday afternoon,
a little time off from my pathology lab, there he is waiting for me in the
lounge, big place, a daughter visiting with her mother on the other end,
and that’s it, snow-warning outside, lake-effect, river-effect, pond-effect,
how come I’m not in Brazil where my mother was from, “Hey, Sonny Boy,
how ya doin’? ,” “OK,” he stumbles to his feet and gives me the usual fatherly
hug, hugging procedures he picked up from Brazilian-hugging Mom, “So I
dreamt that I committed suicide last night, lots of leg pain, groin pain, they’re
talking about the cancer invading the bones now, more radiation, and sometimes
I just want to end it, move from Painsville to Nowheresville, but....,” I’m curious,
“What keeps you going?,” “You, your sisters, the grandkids, I saw this film about
Crabby Ass Beethoven last night, more than Crabby Ass, Mr. Incarnate Negativity,
but at the most negative moment of his life he wrote his last symphony, you know,
the choral one, which is heavenly….and then I’ve been reading about Debussy and
listening to him…gotta keep the volume down in my room, they always keep
complaining…I just turn up my hearing aid….,” something I shouldn’t ask but…
“When you think about suicide, how do you think about doing it?,” “Could be
insecticides, a couple of shots in the brain, jumping into the Giselle River right
now in the middle of winter, right through the ice…a few minutes of agony, but….
Or maybe just leaving here some night and walking out into the forests, they’re like
endless….,” “Do you believe in afterlives?,” hesitating, almost stuttering, getting up
and walking around the couch for a minute, “Who knows, maybe this is my
hundredth reincarnation, who knows, all those universes out there, dying and
being born….maybe just believing creates it…,” sitting back down, head bent
down on his chest, a yawn, then getting up, “Siesta time….,” another hug, “It’s
been great to see you,” “Likewise,” and I really mean it, a second hug, wave
goodbye, back to the hospital, autopsies and endless slides, FNA’s, when all I
really ever wanted to be was a walrus or Christmas tree, poodle, a river, the
Amazon with eyes, flowing past endless – endless divine landscapes
down into endless seas.
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Jennifer Hollie Bowles		
		
						
Prelude

the car moves on, indecent of when
we were estranged, the air buzzes with flesh,
wheels syncopate on the curved road,
the blind hand dances against mine
like butterfly wings leaving relics of silver dust,
we sit inside holograms and look
outside windows at willow tree limbs
pretending to be shutters on circles,
the hand peeks, waits to be named
by the gypsy poltergeist that distills the moon
and stalks me, his hand breathes in my
ear, a threat to wave a fire and burst
time into little pieces of closeness
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Denny E. Marshall
Spiraling Out of Control
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Barbara Sabol
Swallowing Dawn

I am especially comforted by the produce―
green hues induce sleep at two in the morning
when the pastel breath of pears and iceberg
reminds me of what I cannot have.
Radishes incubate in the misted cooler.
Haunted by their night-light glow, so unlike
the eggplants that taunt: purple-black skin―bruise
shine―the color behind my eyes when they close.
Sometimes the old women who have slept enough
for one lifetime will share secrets
of detecting ripeness. One holds a cantaloupe
like it’s growing from her solar plexus, presses
nose to stem, taps the orb then her chest,
twice: mea culpa, mea culpa
I want to reach right into the orange meat, never
mind the placental mess or the night
manager: imagine the taste―biting and bright,
white seeds catching in the throat, like first light.
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Katy Matich
Force
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Christopher L. Nelson
It Felt Like Spring

Vernon guides Lucille down the long hallway leading from her room with his
hand wrapped around the ball of her elbow. When it was built, the Vista House
was looked down on some by those who thought “assisted living homes,” as
he found they liked to be called, should look like hospitals, with cheap linoleum floors, beige walls, and lots of contraptions beeping and squawking
everywhere. At Vista, they’d designed most of the building to look like an oldfashioned mountain cabin with floors and walls of fake wormwood decorated
with needlepoint and old oval portraits, and they’d put a wraparound porch
out front with real wooden rocking chairs for the residents to visit in when the
weather’s nice.
Vernon thinks it was a great idea to decorate like this. All the doctors he’d
talked to said that Alzheimer’s patients did best in familiar surroundings, and
he and Lucy both had been born and raised on neighboring farms nearby on
the western side of Hopewell County, both farms tucked into the bottomland
where John’s River spills down from the Blue Ridge between Brown Mountain
and Collettsville. Only the hallway at Vista resembles the antiseptic dreariness
of a doctor’s office, and Vernon hurries his wife outside if only to escape it
himself.
She’ll be all right once he gets her out onto the porch, but he’s afraid of
what would happen if she were to take too much stock of her surroundings
right now. It’s a long walk, and he has to move slowly, deliberately to keep Lucy
from trying to wander. By the time they reach the front door, he already knows
he’ll need to ice his knee down tonight if he hopes to walk tomorrow.
It’s the first time since last fall they’ve been able to hold their visit outside.
Spring was early this year, and now it isn’t even quite April and the air’s already
taken on the radiance of summer, where the sun heats the air until it expands
like a bag of microwave popcorn. Like the air always felt in the factory.
“Tell me again why you’re not in town?” Lucy asks.
“Honey, I’ve told you time and again that I’m retired now.”
She seems to relax, the small amount of muscle remaining in her arm
loosening against his grip as he guides her to a rocker. “Oh, good,” she says,
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smiling. “I was afraid they’d fired you. You know how bad we need that money.”
They’d built Vista at the top of a small rise, giving the porch and dining
hall a fine view of the valley where Tucker lay mostly hidden under a canopy of new leaves. Beyond the far side of town Killdary looms like a forlorn
watchtower, much in the same way it had when he and Lucy were young and
they would sit on her Daddy’s porch on summer evenings visiting and, in years
when the crops were looking good, listen to her father fiddle at the darkening
sky.
“Remember when your Daddy used to play on that fiddle for us?” he asks,
but when he turns to face his wife she’s staring off into the middle distance, a
thin smile growing across her face.
“Lord, it’s hot,” she says. “Help me out of this here sweater, will you?”
He knows it’ll only hasten her back inside, but he complies, leaning over
to help Lucille tug her arms out of the woolen sleeves. Thank God she still
has her strength, he thinks, before wondering which she’d prefer if given the
choice: her strength or her mind.
“Don’t you remember, Lucy? Your Mama would fix a little icemilk and
we’d sit there and listen to him play and her sing?”
“You hate icemilk. Say it makes you sick.”
Vernon ignores the remark and leans forward, resting his forearms across
his thighs to look into his wife’s face, so similar to his own now that age has
left their skin hanging loose to show the lines of the skulls beneath. She was
so beautiful back then. Her eyes follow him, but he can’t tell anymore what
she hears and what she doesn’t. He continues to try, some days more than others, and today she’d remembered his name, recognized him from somewhere
beneath the age.
“Remember?” he asks. At the time, he’d hated those evenings. Hated driving all that way from town just to sit around jawing with Lucy’s father and
brothers while she helped in the kitchen. All he’d wanted was a few minutes to
talk to her alone, a few minutes’ peace and maybe a kiss. But it had worked out
right in the end, and now when he turned on the radio there didn’t seem to be
anything as good as the songs they’d sung back on that porch.
“God, he knew them all. ‘Barbra Allen,’ ‘Wind Done Gone,’ ‘Shady
Grove,’ and more reels than I can remember.”
He watches Lucy’s face for some sense that she’s hearing the same old
songs in her own head, but her eyes have wandered over his shoulder.
“It’s lovely today,” she says. “I’m so glad you’re working up in the drafting
office now. I hear it gets so hot on that floor that grown men are liable to pass
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out.”
“I already told you once today, I retired.”
An edge of irritation slips into Vernon’s voice. For a minute, he’d imagined they were having a real conversation.
Lucille stares up at Killdary in the distance, crossing her arms over her
chest and refusing to look in his direction.
“I’m cold,” she says. “Take me inside.”
Vernon stares down, studying the boards beneath his feet. Notch and
groove, probably walnut. Expensive, but a good, sturdy wood for flooring.
It happened when Vernon was just getting to the point he felt confident. When
he’d first been hired, the shop foreman had watched over Vernon like a stern
guardian angel, helping him learn to measure the space between drillings by
sight, watching him load the clampings to make certain there wouldn’t be
any give when the bit strove into the wood. A stick of lumber not properly
clamped could lead to a broken drill bit or, worse, a slung piece of wood. Either meant almost certain injury if not death for any man caught in the way.
With the Depression’s effects creeping further and further south, the company
could afford to replace a worker pretty easily, but things weren’t as easy for
those injured.
Vernon had left home with his father’s blessing. Even with the TVA stringing electricity up into the hollows the farm hadn’t been producing what it once
did, and besides, it had been decided a long time before that the farm would go
to his oldest brother when the time came. Not that Vernon was complaining.
His father had raised him up hard, but Vernon couldn’t say he’d been unfair.
He’d let Vernon go to the valley school when not busy with farmwork and
taught him that a man couldn’t afford to worry about much other than himself
and his family, that God made no promises that life wouldn’t test how much
a man could handle. So, in the fall of his sixteenth year he’d taken a room at a
house in town and found work apprenticing on the drill press, guiding a threeeights inch bit in its rise and fall for six to ten hours a day, depending on the
orders.
And Vernon felt pretty good about the situation after the first eighteen
months or so, could guide a sanded table leg into the clamps and drill the
dowel holes in less than ten seconds, all with hardly a glance at his fingers.
More important than a job, getting on at the plant proved to Lucy’s daddy
that Vernon could be trusted to care for a wife and family. He’d been courting
Lucille Coffey ever since he got old enough to notice the little girl who liked
to spend her idle time in the far corners of the Coffey farm, where a common
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fence was all that separated the two plots. He spent his days at the factory
daydreaming about the way her hair looked like flax in the sun and how it fell
in waves across her round shoulders when she felt free enough to let it down,
how damn pretty her eyes were, like mirrors at first light.
And while living in town, Vernon still drove the forty-five minutes across
the old wagon roads to the valley just to see her for a few hours on Sunday
afternoons and the occasional summer evening when he could borrow the old
Model A from his landlord. He’d almost saved up enough for an apartment to
put their marriage bed in when the accident happened.
As much as he’s thought about it, Vernon still doesn’t remember throwing
that wood. He remembers the day, remembers how it was just at the tail end
of the summer of nineteen forty-one. It was upwards of ninety degrees in the
open air, which would’ve put it at well over a hundred and ten under the rafters
in the machine room. Even with all the windows open for ventilation and the
fans running full the entire room seemed choked with sweat and sawdust. He
recalls how just in front of his drill the dark sweatstain on the back of Fat Joe
Miller started spreading like a bloodstain and the air seemed to swirl. Vernon
remembers a particular sliver of dust, a splinter he saw in such detail that he
was able to pick out each fiber in its natural weave against the gunmetal of the
drill.
And then he was on the floor somehow, with bodies and faces pressing
against him, and his leg was a knot of fire.
There’s a pack of men at the counter when Vernon walks into the Omelet
King, the Waffle House clone on US 321 that became the daytime gathering
place for the retired and unemployed. Some of the men he knows vaguely and
some he doesn’t know at all. He spots Lucas Shook nodding along to the conversation at one end next to an empty stool, and he makes his way down and
eases himself up to the counter.
The waitress, a plump young woman with her hair permed into a ball atop
her head and a thin pink scar running the length of her chin, comes to take
Vernon’s order while he and Lucas say their hellos, catch up on their respective
families. Up until a year before, Lucas was the shop foreman at Hill-Dale #
7. The two men had met in a waiting room at Hopewell Memorial while their
wives had tests and had bonded over their common employer and the fact that
each had only fathered a single child, which, Vernon thinks, was more rare then
than now. The preliminaries end in mutual silent nods, and he watches as Lucas
taps a cigarette butt-first on the countertop before bringing it to his lips and
striking a match.
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Vernon slides down off the stool and walks the length of the restaurant
to the bathrooms. His knee is tender when he sits down on the cool lid of the
toilet. Sometimes he worries that he’s mourning Lucy before he’s lost her, and
he just has to take a minute to himself.
By the time he comes out again the men’s conversation has increased in
volume and Vernon catches the name Clinton as he passes by. He figures the
men are arguing over that business with the intern, and he remembers a time
when such matters weren’t aired for public consumption.
“What do you make of it?” Lucas leans over and asks under his breath,
nodding the back of his head at the crowd.
“Clinton? Don’t like the man, but I figure that what he did with that young
lady is between him and his wife.”
Lucas sucks hard on the cigarette then stubs it out. “Hell, not that. The
talk about NAFTA finally shutting down all the plants and moving them to
Mexico.”
Vernon has heard the rumors for the past several years, ever since NAFTA was signed into law, but in his experience rumors circulate more in good
times than in bad. Still, he isn’t in the mood to get drawn in. Sometimes the old
men just come down to pick a fight, let off some steam just like they used to
do at the bars and roadhouses in Hickory when they were younger.
“Heck,” he says, watching the skinny cook toss a handful of hashbrowns
onto the grill beside his cheeseburger. “It looks they’re coming here. Just today
I saw another sign offering jobs in Spanish.”
Lucas laughs, knocking his fist on the table for emphasis. “I knew you’d
say I was right. I been trying to tell these fellows before that Mr. Hill ain’t going
to close down shop in the same town that made him what he is, but they get
these ideas in their heads, and – ”
“Now wait a second, Luke,” Vernon interrupts. Lucas has attracted attention from the other end of the counter, and they watch with narrowed,
smirking eyes.
He drops his voice. “I was just stating my opinion. It don’t mean I’m
right.”
“Yeah, but you’d know better than anyone else here,” Lucas says. “You’re
the one who worked out there with the managers. I was just a shop foreman.”
“That don’t mean I know nothing more than you do,” Vernon says. He
can sense the men’s ears reaching from behind Lucas, and as the waitress lays
the plate of food before him he wishes he’d asked her for it to go. “I grew up
a dirt farmer just like you, and just because they sat me at a fancy table and
gave me a pencil to work with don’t mean they were telling me their secrets.”
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“Yeah, but that son-in-law of yours works over there, don’t he?”
If the men weren’t paying attention before, Vernon knows they are now.
He wants to direct their attention away from him, but especially away from
asking after his son-in-law, who’s currently traveling with investors in China.
The men would have a field day if he let that fact slip, although Hill-Dale had
been sending men to sweet-talk money out of Europeans for years.
Besides, Vernon’s never felt comfortable around his son-in-law, who he
finds aloof and distant, a man who stands on his deck and makes small talk
about the work he plans to have done on the house. Even when Jason was just
another boy Linda was bringing home from Boone, Vernon had found him a
bit off-putting. He’d been shocked to find that his little girl had a boyfriend
who slicked his hair back with gel and wore sports jackets to family dinners
before he could legally drink, even more shocked when Jason announced his
intention one evening to become a successful businessman in order to get into
politics. To Vernon, modesty was and is still a virtue, pride still the deadliest
of all sins.
“Yeah, what do you hear about it?” one of the men demands, poking his
whiskered face in their direction.
“I don’t hear anything. Just stating my opinion, fellows. Remember how
worked up everyone got after the war? Everyone figuring that there weren’t
enough jobs for everybody?” He’s trying to backpedal, but as soon as Vernon
hears himself mention the war he cringes. He hadn’t meant to bring it up,
avoids the subject whenever possible, doesn’t even watch the History Channel
because of it. But now he’s opened the door.
The man who spoke before leans even further forward. “Yeah, I remember,” he says, glancing down at the floor with his face so screwed up that for a
minute Vernon’s worried he’ll spit on it. “Came back from the Navy in fortysix, and found out my saw had been taken by some poor bastard that hadn’t
even had the guts to sign up in the first place. Had to start back in the varnish
room for damn near six months waiting for a spot to open back up in assembly.”
Several of the men nod, and the man looks them all over in turn before
turning back to Vernon. In the man’s eyes is a challenge Vernon can’t meet.
“Hey now, what the hell’s wrong with the varnish room?” Lucas says, and
Vernon finds himself temporarily spared.
Lucas squares his shoulders and pulls a metal lighter from his pocket,
making a show of lighting a cigarette. “When I came back from France I was
more than happy to get back on in there.” He sets the lighter down, one end
then the other so it snaps against the counter. On the face is a red oval crossed
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with a pattern of blue with the words Old Hickory stamped underneath.
The man recedes by a margin not visible but plain to anyone in the room.
“There ain’t nothing wrong with it; it just wasn’t my saw.”
“I know a man spent his whole working life in the varnish room. Has
to carry an oxygen tank,” another man adds, but his voice is soft, disarming.
“Good man, too.”
No one pays him any mind.
The first man looks up with a new spark, but the fight’s already gone out
of his voice. “And, hell, it wasn’t where they put me; just that they didn’t put
me back where I’d been after I’d been off fighting for this country. A man
shouldn’t profit off another man’s service like that; wait ‘til he’s gone and move
in for his job. Now that’s what was wrong with it.”
The entire group mulls that over. After a minute, Lucas nods and concedes, “Well, I see your point there,” ending the discussion.
Vernon looks at the plate in front of him. The food is still warm, the heat
from the circle of meat moistening the bun and making it soft, gummy. He
puts five dollars on the counter, checks his math in his head, and pulls out another dollar, laying it beside the first. Linda should still be at the school where
she volunteers long enough for him to see her if he leaves now.
“You ain’t going to eat that?” Lucas asks, pointing with the tip of a cigarette lit off the butt of the last.
“Eyes were bigger than my stomach. Take it if you want.” Vernon slides
himself off the counter and waves to the waitress. “Money’s on the counter,”
he calls.
The sun’s reflection off the cars is nearly blinding after the orange filter
of the restaurant’s pulled blinds. The air radiates the sun’s energy, but Vernon’s
face feels cool in the breeze, and, although he hasn’t eaten, his stomach feels
knotted like he’d just finished a steak that wasn’t sitting right. He looks at his
car, a new but nondescript gray Lincoln, and wonders if he shouldn’t have
driven the old Buick a little while longer. The longer Vernon stands, the more
conscious he is of his knee, and so he slowly makes his way to the car and joins
the traffic that clogs the highway every day at the end of Hill-Dale’s first shift,
the splintered men and women who make up nearly half the county’s workforce smoking cigarettes with their windows down, probably feeling the first
fresh air they’d breathed since early in the morning.
Vernon had tried to enlist when the war came; he wasn’t a coward. He knew
he wasn’t fit for front line service, but he figured the army had to have some
use for him. The doctors had told him how close he’d come to losing the leg
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altogether―it had only been a matter of which end of the slung wood struck
that gifted him a shattered knee instead of a shredded one―and within three
months of the accident he was already up on his feet, albeit with a crutch.
So he’d left the farm for the first time since the accident with his middle
brother Robert only to wait nearly two hours in line for the recruiter to take
one glance at him, one peek into his medical chart, and immediately declare
him 4-F, leaving him with a sullen ride back spent listening to Robert boast
about the hordes of Japs and Krauts he planned to kill.
But by D-Day Vernon’s life was beginning to take shape again. After slinking back to the farm a certified cripple he’d almost given up hope. He’d tried
to help with the planting that spring, but his knee wasn’t healed enough for the
constant bending and he’d wound up bedridden for two weeks as reward for
his effort. So when Mr. Coffey came bearing word that Hill-Dale was looking
for men with a little schooling to train as drafters, all theirs being drawn into
the military as combat engineers, he’d jumped at the chance.
Vernon had done well in math at the valley school and knew how to figure
most calculations out with pencil and paper, but that didn’t keep the nerves
down when he went into the main office to apply. And for a while after he’d
gotten the job, beating out two Lord’s Creek women and an old black janitor from Tucker’s North End, he’d still felt like an imposter sitting at the big
angled table with the oversized sheets of drafting paper spread out before him.
They had to show him how to use a T-square, how to account for variables in
lumber supply due to the war effort, but it hadn’t taken long for him to catch
on.
With a steady job, one that paid better than running a drill ever would,
he’d been able to marry Lucille and put a down payment on a small bungalow
between downtown and the office. And when the war ended he’d been kept
on as a drafter, working steady and providing for Lucille and, after nineteen
forty-seven, Linda as best he could.
He tried to remember what his father had taught him about a man’s loyalties, seeing Linda through four years at the teaching college in Boone and laying the financial framework for his eventual old age, and did his best to forget
the luck and chance that had made it possible. You can only play the cards that
are dealt, he thought, whenever his mind wandered to the man whose job he’d
taken at the table, a man who’d lost his life building a bridge in some Pacific
jungle. He’d done the best he could. He’d never asked for the accident, had
never thought that the puzzles and number games he played in the two-room
school would see him into a career where he wore a tie to work and could buy
into the stock market. It wasn’t his fault, no matter what folks had called him
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during those years. They couldn’t hold him responsible.
Driving down the Westside Highway, Vernon recognizes the names of all the
cross streets, but he can’t seem to place the names of the few businesses left
along this stretch. It’s unsettling, like looking through familiar family photos
with strangers’ names written on the backs. Just the other week he’d stopped
by the old StarGrille Diner hoping that the new owner’d kept at least the fried
okra from the old menu. The building had looked the same from the parking
lot, long and narrow like a brick railroad and painted the same old dark shade
of blue that camouflaged the coat of dirt spit by the nearby smokestacks, but
inside he’d been disappointed to find that both the okra and oilcloth covered
tables were gone, replaced by fake-wood formica and hamburgers wrapped in
the same paper they use at the fast food chains along 321. It wasn’t until later
that he remembered he’d used to joke that the okra was fried to hide the fact
it was rotten. Makes him wonder what the hell he’d been thinking stopping in
the first place.
Vernon stops at a red light and looks through a chain-link fence at the
blank red brick wall of Hill-Dale #4, watching men and women move along
the outside. When he was young it was only men, white men at that, who were
given jobs working the machines, but that changed with the war. During those
four long years so many men were off fighting that the company had opened
its doors to anyone willing to work―black or white, man or woman―and afterwards things just stayed that way. There had been some worry at the time that
there weren’t going to be enough jobs to go around, but if that ever came to
pass Vernon didn’t hear of it. And now it seems they can’t get enough workers, even with all the Mexicans moving into town. Right beside the clapboard
guard shack a sign proclaims NOW HIRING / OFERTA DE TRABAJO.
When he gets to thinking about it, the factories are the only things in
West Tucker that haven’t changed completely. His house in Upper Creek, the
split-level with the gazebo in the backyard, hadn’t existed when he and Lucille
were raising Linda. It had just been a part of the old Miller farm, with another
farm separating the plot from the Wilkesboro Highway where the land begins
to rise up the north face of Killdary Mountain. Now those farms are gone,
replaced by what Vernon guesses are suburbs, although the area is officially
inside the city limits: neighborhoods with bike lanes and grocery stores, the
maple and oak saplings planted back when the land was first broken into subdivisions now tall and thick-trunked. The people who still live in West Tucker
are either old timers clinging to homes bought fifty years ago, young workers
just starting out at the plants, or those who can’t afford to live anywhere else.
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Hell, now half of the buildings downtown are boarded up or else have been
bulldozed and turned into parking lots that remain empty, the town’s commerce now centered around the overcrowded shopping centers on 321 leading
north towards Boone. Vernon remembers sitting on a stretch of sidewalk and
listening to Doc Watson play before anyone knew who Doc Watson was, a
sidewalk that’s now cracked and littered with empty bottles, some still in paper
sacks, and seeded with cigarette butts. He wonders if Lucy ever has memories
of town, if sometimes she finds her mind wandering down Main Street when
it was crowded with Saturday shoppers. If she did, he decides in the end, she’d
probably just remember the soot from the old coal furnaces gathered in the
corners of windows, the dark and ugly.
“Hey, Daddy!” Linda looks up, her eyes magnified by prescription glasses,
when she sees Vernon standing awkwardly in the library doorway.
“Hope I’m not bothering you,” he says. “I was just driving around and
thought I’d stop by.”
The library is vacant save for Vernon and his daughter, the students having been released a half-hour before. It amazes him every time he visits Linda
here how small the room is―no bigger than a regular classroom―yet it never
feels crowded. There are empty gaps on all the shelves, even though the shelves
don’t stretch all the way around the room. The empty spaces are filled by posters of celebrities with encouraging messages about reading. He wonders if this
same room was used for a library back when the building was the black high
school and, if it was, if the selections were as sparse then, too.
“You don’t have to stand in the doorway, Daddy. I was just finishing up
here.” Linda writes one last thing down in a ledger and pushes a button on the
computer monitor before stepping around the desk to hug him.
As a child, Linda had favored him, with the same dark hair and stern,
knife-blade features, but now in her fifties she reminds him of Lucille more
and more. Her hair turned gray early just like Lucille, and her face had rounded
out after the birth of her daughter, now a junior at UNC. She smells different,
though, and her clothes are nicer. Lucille always smelled like the hills to him, a
light grassy scent with a touch of iron, but his daughter smells as inoffensively
indistinct as new carpet, and her clothes have a pressed and polished sheen of
wealth that despite his office job Vernon could never afford to give his own
wife.
Linda stares into his eyes as their hug loosens in stages. For a second it’s
as if he’s staring into Lucille’s years before, back when there was something
more behind them than broken fragments. So she has her mother’s eyes now,
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too, he thinks.
“Daddy, are you okay?”
They face each other across one of the library’s long tables. The late afternoon light spills in through the tall windows, painting the room with a graying,
deadened light. Outside, the parking lot is empty except for the Lincoln and
the new Audi Linda had gotten for her last anniversary. Northside Middle,
having been Old North High, is located in the dead center of Tucker’s largest
black neighborhood, and until the city built the new MLK Recreation Center
it had been the community’s gathering place, its de facto city hall. But this afternoon the campus is silent except for the sounds leaking across the border
from the neighborhood beyond: the rumblings of a car stereo, the shrieks and
laughter of children’s games.
“How is Maria doing down east?” he asks.
“She’s fine, Daddy. Thinking of changing her major again, but fine.” Linda glances at a clock hanging somewhere above his head. She folds her hands
together on the table before them, like she had as a teenager when she came
to borrow money or the car.
“What is she studying, again?”
“Biology, but now she’s thinking of becoming an anthropology major, if
you can imagine.” She smiles, but her lips quickly fold into themselves. “That’s
not what you want to talk about, though. Is it about Mom?”
“No, no. Your mother is, well, she actually seemed a little better today
when I went out there.”
Linda lets out a breath Vernon hadn’t realized she was holding. “You
scared me there for a minute,” she says.
“I wanted to ask what Jason was doing in China.”
“I told you before he left, remember? He went with a potential investor.”
“I thought he was meeting the investor there. Why would he take an investor to China?”
Linda sighs and gives him the same gabled-eyebrow look of patient understanding he remembers from living with her. It’s one of the few traits Vernon can’t trace back to either himself or Lucille, one that probably proves
useful to her at the middle school.
“He didn’t take the investor over there. Jason met him in Chicago and
then they flew over there together.”
“But why?” Vernon worries that he sounds pleading and makes a note to
be more careful.
“I’m not sure of all the details, really,” she leans across the table towards
him, her eyes alight with gossip. “But it looks like Mr. Hill is going to join the
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company into a conglomerate.”
Vernon nods, swallows. He hadn’t really believed it, had thought it was
just the power of an old man’s worry.
“What’s that mean?” he asks.
“From what I understand, not much. Mr. Hill is getting on in years and
the company’s grown so big it’s hard for him to keep running it by himself.”
“What’s going to happen around here?” he asks.
“Nothing, as far as I know.” Linda leans back, looks at him sidelong.
“Daddy, are you sure you’re okay?”
“Then why is Jason in China?” he asks. “Why not just meet the man in
Chicago?”
“Because the conglomerate is looking at building a few factories there.”
For the first time since they sat down, Linda’s eyes leave him. “Look, Daddy,
they aren’t going to close down any plants.”
Vernon wants to ask why she won’t look him in the eye, why she mentioned the possibility of the plants closing at all if it wasn’t going to happen.
Though flustered, he’s surprised not to feel anger like he does when he can’t
make out what someone is saying to him over the phone.
Linda speaks first. “Jason says that if Mr. Hill sells, he wants a clause in the
contract that still calls for most of the control to be local. It’ll still be Hill-Dale,
and the offices here in town will stay open.” She starts to play with a bracelet
Vernon hadn’t seen in years, a gold charm bracelet she’d been given for her
Sweet Sixteen.
Vernon points to the bracelet. “I didn’t know you still had that.”
Linda looks up, placing her wrist in the middle of the table like a centerpiece. She smiles meekly at him, and he returns the gesture. “Of course I do,”
she says.
On the way home, Killdary fills the top half of his windshield, the sun
making the bare branches on the west face shine like amber. It will be Easter
soon, and then the mountain will turn green again. At Vista, Lucille should be
in her room waiting on dinner, and Vernon wonders if she’s looking out the
window, if she’s seeing the same thing.
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